Metro Mayors Caucus is a coalition of Denver area 40 mayors. We appreciate the bi-partisan leadership behind this bill. Coloradans are frustrated with gridlock and deserve the opportunity vote to increase investment in transportation infrastructure in November.

Any measure before voters in 2017 must balance urban, rural and resort needs. We support a long-term, sustainable, multi-modal revenue source because a comprehensive and interconnected, statewide transportation system is vital to the economy and quality of life in all of Colorado. And, if the metro area economy or quality of life declines due to a failure to adequately invest in our roadways and multi-modal infrastructure, Colorado suffers. HB 1242 strikes an acceptable balance, but further amendments could mobilize significant opposition.

Assuming intent was to net CDOT $300M, the HB17-1242 YR1 distribution is:
- 55% to CDOT to net $375M (off the top - $75M is necessary to offset FASTER loss)
- 31% to Local Government (70% of remainder)
- 13% to Mobility Infrastructure and Services Statewide “MIS” (30% of remainder)

This is Not A “Metro Area Bill”
- Metro area will contribute 61% or more of the total dollars
- Metro area is 56% of the population and growing
- Metro area will get just 41% of the new dollars in HB 1242 (assumes CDOT nets $300M)
  o 38% of CDOT dollars in Tier One project list
  o 61% of city dollars in HUTF distribution to metro cities
  o 22% of county dollars in HUTF distribution to metro counties
  o 50% of MIS dollars to metro if grants mirror population distribution

HB17-1242 Is Already a Compromise
- A Metro RTA could be tailored to our needs & produce a higher return at lower rate
  o If needs statewide are so different, should each region create its own RTA?
- HB 1242, as introduced, reflects major MPACT64 compromises:
  o Less MIS funding than metro area needs — more than some rural areas want
  o MIS is reduced from 30% to 13% with extra dollars to locals unrestricted (can be spent on roads)
- Further changes to 1242 likely to generate significant, bipartisan opposition
- Metro area must move people and goods efficiently — requires significant MIS investment
**Congestion is the #1 Voter Concern in Metro Denver**
- Congestion is a quality of life and economic development issue
- Filling potholes is critical but won’t fix congestion
- State of Colorado spends under a penny per day, per person on transit - 20x less than the average state
- Building more lanes in metro Denver could bankrupt any revenue source while destroying adjoining neighborhoods and businesses
- Metro area must have multi-modal solutions
- Statewide multi-modal pot encourages collaboration and facilitates larger scale projects
- New dollars must also serve needs of growing elderly population, persons with disabilities, commuters, children, and others who don’t drive

**MMC may support amendments**
- To allow CDOT to share in the growth of the revenues
- To allow CDOT to net $300M

**MMC is highly unlikely to support amendments to bill that**
- Give cities a less than equal share of local dollars
- Further exaggerate wealth transfer from metro area to rural areas
- Reduce multi-modal/MIS share
- Limit flexibility for local governments
- Remove multi-modal projects (less than 3% in metro area) from bond package
- “Promise” ongoing general fund transfers — prior promises have proved unreliable

### 2017 Members of the Metro Mayors Caucus

- **Mayor Marc Williams, Arvada**
- **Mayor Steve Hogan, Aurora**
- **Mayor Royce Pindell, Bennett**
- **Mayor Suzanne Jones, Boulder**
- **Mayor Thomas Feldkamp, Bow Mar**
- **Mayor Dick McLean, Brighton**
- **Mayor Randy Ahrens, Broomfield**
- **Mayor Jeffrey Huff, Castle Pines**
- **Mayor Jennifer Green, Castle Rock**
- **Mayor Cathy Noon, Centennial (2017 Chair)**
- **Mayor Laura Christman, Cherry Hills Village**
- **Mayor Richard Champion, Columbine Valley**
- **Mayor Sean Ford, Commerce City**
- **Mayor Joe Baker, Dacono**
- **Mayor Michael Hancock, Denver**
- **Mayor Kris Teegardin, Edgewater**
- **Mayor Joe Jefferson, Englewood**
- **Mayor Tina Harris, Erie**
- **Mayor Daniel Dick, Federal Heights**
- **Mayor Lisa Jones, Foxfield**

- **Mayor Tony Carey, Frederick**
- **Mayor Mike Dunafon, Glendale**
- **Mayor Marjorie Sloan, Golden (2017 Co-Vice Chair)**
- **Mayor Ron Rakowsky, Greenwood Village**
- **Mayor Christine Berg, Lafayette**
- **Mayor Adam Paul, Lakewood (2017 Co-Vice Chair)**
- **Mayor Bruce Beckman, Littleton**
- **Mayor Jackie Millet, Lone Tree**
- **Mayor Dennis Coombs, Longmont**
- **Mayor Bob Mucke, Louisville**
- **Mayor Connie Sullivan, Lyons**
- **Mayor Sean Forey, Morrison**
- **Mayor Kristopher Larsen, Nederland**
- **Mayor Joyce Downing, Northglenn**
- **Mayor Mike Waid, Parker**
- **Mayor Dallas Hall, Sheridan**
- **Mayor Clint Folsom, Superior**
- **Mayor Heidi Williams, Thornton (Past Chair)**
- **Mayor Herb Atchison, Westminster**
- **Mayor Joyce Jay, Wheat Ridge**

**Representative Serves on Executive Committee**
- **Executive Committee**